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23. Every Little Bit Counts.
Posted by mnman415 - 09 Nov 2010 04:12
_____________________________________

We must believe that coin after coin are added to our “spiritual bank” every time we say “no” to
the addiction, no matter how insignificant it may seem to us at the time. Even if someone is sure
that they’ll fall in the very near future, they should know that for every second they hold back,
they are earning reward that no person or malach can fathom! And when a person has enough
“coins” in their “spiritual account,” they will successfully break free completely!

The Gemara says: "Habah letaher misaayen lo” – “He who comes to be purified, they help
him," and Chazal also say: "Biderech she'adom rotzeh leilech molichin osoh” –“in the way a
person wants to go, they lead him." Why does the Gemara speak always in plural form: “they
help him,” and “they lead him”? The Maharsha explains that every resolution and every effort a
person makes creates an angel. And when the army of angels gets large enough, it has the
power to help one overcome all the obstacles and lead him to where he wants to go!
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Re: 23. Every Little Bit Counts.
Posted by mnman415 - 09 Nov 2010 04:14
_____________________________________

no matter how big or how small. how long or how short. how this or how that. every mili-second
we say no and control ourselves we get reward upon reward that................ can never be taken
away!

the maharsha says based on his limud says that every time we do something good even  for a
second we created angels that help us fight. eventually they get developed into an army!
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Re: 23. Every Little Bit Counts.
Posted by emunah17 - 03 Apr 2012 02:39
_____________________________________

I have just one Q what happens if you fall do you lose just one coin just one malach or is it
worse?
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Posted by Josephsbrother - 17 Dec 2015 23:47
_____________________________________

For it like building the micro live bacteria for a garden of Eden, its take billions of them to make a
living garden for our health, that is why it is the little decision often repeated, and share that will
count the most. "Expression deepens Impression E^I=R is for Results, ^ is Increases. Give me a
t, take the road at the intersection by your choice, the best way is always head spiritual west, for
the light of the day always move to the best, and light stay around longer as we move west.
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Re: 23. Every Little Bit Counts.
Posted by Josephsbrother - 17 Dec 2015 23:50
_____________________________________

Yes we have loses, but a righteous man mays seven times and get up again, let us always be
an alef, it always has its vav fall to the west, if you consider north the top of the page.
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